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PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION ( 05/06/2023)  

 

              As a part World Environment Day, volunteers of NSS UNIT 233 SIMAT 

organized a photography competition to celebrate the intricate relationship between 

humans and nature. The competition aimed to raise awareness about environmental 

conservation and encourage participants to explore and capture the essence of the 

bond between humans and nature through photographs. Many of the students 

participated in the contest and submitted their entries before the deadline. The winner 

of the competition was Nimmi. U ( S2, ECE).  

                            Poster and winner of the competition  
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TREE PLANTING ( 05/06/2023)  

 

As part of Environment day, the volunteers of NSS UNIT 233 SIMAT 

organised planting  trees in our college grounds. Dr.S.P.Subramanian ( Principal, 

SIMAT ) inaugurated the program by planting trees in the ground .Sri. Jishnu B.H ( 

program officer , NSS unit 233 SIMAT )and Smt. Umadevi P.S ( Associate program 

officer, NSS unit 233 SIMAT ) and students also participated in the program. This 

program is conducted to make aware about the importance of Environment day and 

reminds us that  it’s our responsibility to protect nature. We planted various trees 

including  Mahogany ,Bauhinia,acuminata etc in college grounds. The program ended 

at 4.00pm. 

 

               Poster and snaps from the program  

 

LETTER TO FATHER ( 18/05/2023)  

As part of Father’s day, the  Volunteers of NSS UNIT 233 SIMAT conducted 

a letter writing competition  “letter to father” on 18th June 2023. It was conducted to 
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honour fathers and father figures for their love, support and guidance. The 

competition were conducted online. The last date of letter submission was on 21st June 

2023.So many  students participated in the competition and wrote letters to their 

fathers to express their love. The winner of the co    petition was  Ananya P(S2,CSE). 

Thank you for all students who participated in this contest and make this competition 

wonderful. 

 

                      Poster and winner of the competition  

 

 

YOGA DAY ( 21/06/2023)  

 

             NSS unit 233 conducted a yoga session on the occasion of the International 

Yoga Day i.e., on June 21st, 2023. All the volunteers and students were asked to gather 

at college auditorium at 3 P.M. The program was organized under the supervision of 

Mr.Ratheesh T  (Assistant Professor, Physical Education, SIMAT) Sir.The program 

was started with a note on the importance of yoga, presented by the P.T sir. Along 
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with the presentation, the P.T sir also made the students perform few yoga aasanaas. 

With the help of seniors, the students were able to perform the aasanaas. It was one 

of the important sessions for all of us as it helped us know the importance of yoga in 

our daily life. The program was successful and it was completed at 4 P.M. 

 

 

                                       Poster and snaps from the program  

 

FAREWELL 2023 ( 27/06/2023)  

                 Volunteers of NSS UNIT 233 SIMAT has decide to conduct a farewell 

programe for senior volunteers who have finished the 2 year of NSS volunteering . 

The program was intended to be held on 27th  June 2023 from 2.00 pm to 4 pm   at 

seminar hall. The principal, administrative officer, district coordinator, program 

officer, Associate program officer ,the senor and junior volunteers gathered there. The 

ceremony commenced with Manavageetham then it was followed the welcome 

speech by Sri. Shyam Prasad(dist. Coordinator& program head ,NSS unit SIMAT 

233) after the official inauguration by Sri. Dr S.P Subramanian (principal, SIMAT) 

then the followed speech by Sri. Janardanan M.K (administrative officer, SIMAT) 
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.And then Sri.Jishnu B.H( programe officer , NSS unit 233 SIMAT) and Smt. 

Umadevi P. S( Associate  program officer NSS unit 233 SIMAT) felicitated the 

volunteers and  share their  memories with the senior volunteers and their activities, 

appreciate everyone for being the part of working to bring this unit to a better level, 

achieving many achievements and raising the name of the college. After that the 

principal and others handover their certificates to senior volunteers and then they 

shared   their valuable experiences and memories of two years and what they achieved 

for their life  through NSS  more than a paper of certificate. The programe wind up in 

4.00 pm with vote of thanks. 

 

                            Posters and snaps from the program  

 

NSS UNIT 233 SIMAT  also observed these days 

• World blood donor day (14/06/2023)  

• Father’s day(18/06/2023) 

• Reading day (19/06/2023)  

• International Olympics day (23/06/2023)  

• International day against drug abuse & illicit trafficking (26/06/2023)  
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                                                       Posters 


